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CCFLA coordinating and networking meeting
Draft as of 01/11/2017

Date: Sunday, 12 November 2017
Time: After the Leader’s Summit
Organized by: CCFLA Secretariat
Session type: Coalition Meeting
Level of access: Closed (invitation only)

Session description:
The Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance (CCFLA) was created in 2014 to close the investment gap for cities and regions for low-carbon and resilient infrastructure and project.

This closed meeting invites CCFLA members gathering at COP to exchange on CCFLA activities, deliverables, strategy and perspectives for 2018.

Topic covered will include:
- Update on CCFLA activities, mapping and strategy including messaging during High Level segments;
- Update on activities from members;
- Joint agenda for the coming days and month, including the Paris Summit on Financing on December 12th.